
Engraved Signatures 
on Series of 1902 National Bank Notes 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of signing notes became a burdensome, if not overwhelming, task for the officers of 

many banks. No president or cashier of a large bank had time to hand-sign large numbers of notes, so they 

either had someone rubber stamp or otherwise affix the signatures on the sheets, or sent the sheets to a 

printer who overprinted the signatures. The bankers had been requesting relief from this burden for years; 

specifically, they wanted their signatures printed on the notes at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

An act passed March 3, 1919, attempted to provide for engraved signatures on the printing plates 

but amended the wrong section of the National Bank Act. This was followed by the Act of January 13, 1920 

that amended the appropriate section, which got the job done. Thereafter, the bank signatures could be 

placed directly on the printing plates by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

A very unusual occurrence involved the use of engraved signatures for vice presidents for two 

banks. Those cases will be fully developed. 

ENGRAVED BANK SIGNATURES 

In an amendment to the National Bank Act dated March 3, 1919, Congress provided that the 

promise to pay a national bank note could be attested by the “written or engraved signatures of the president 

or vice president and cashier.” Unfortunately, this language amended a section of the National Bank Act 

that authorized the Comptroller to provide for the preparation of national bank notes, not the appropriate 

section dealing with the actual issuance by the banks of the promissory notes. This was remedied in an 

amendment passed January 13, 1920, as follows. 
Any association receiving circulating notes under this title may, if its promise to pay such notes on demand 

is expressed thereon attested by the written or engraved signatures of the president or vice president and 

the cashier thereof in such manner as to make them obligatory promissory notes payable on demand at its 

place of business, issue and circulate the same as money. Such written or engraved signatures of the 

president or vice president and the cashier of such associations may be attached to such notes either before 

or after the receipt of such notes by such associations. 

The officers of the large banks, and many smaller banks, leapt at the chance to have their signatures 

engraved on their plates and were only too happy to pay the extra cost. Consequently, these notes are not 

Figure 1. Engraved signatures were added to the Bank of Italy plate used to print this note. 

This was accomplished by removing the signature lines above the cashier and president titles 

and using a roll to lay-in the signatures. 
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rare. The signatures were added to existing plates or affixed to replacement plates when ordered. Plates for 

many new banks used engraved signatures from the outset. 

Notes with engraved signatures are easily distinguished because there are no lines under the bank 

signatures. The lines were omitted from new plates or removed from existing plates at the time engraved 

signatures were added. 

An excellent example of the adoption and use of engraved signatures involves the Series of 1902 

plates listed on Table 1 for The Bank of Italy National Trust and Savings Association, San Francisco 

(13044), all of which were used to print blue seal plain backs. Notice that signatures were first added to 

current plates, then successive replacement plates were made with them. 

The fact is that engraved signatures were not engraved directly into the plates. They actually were 

engraved on dies. The signatures were then lifted from the dies on steel transfer rolls, which, when 

hardened, could be used to lay the signatures into the subjects on the receiving plate or plates. The bankers 

were charged an additional fee of $22 per plate for this service. 

Both the Series of 1882 value backs and 1902 plain backs were current when engraved signatures 

were authorized in 1920, so printings for both series could utilize engraved signatures. Also, residual pre-

printed one-sided stocks of Series of 1882 10-10-10-10 and 50-50-50-100 as well as and Series of 1902 50-

50-50-100 backs bearing dates were still being consumed that could have been mated with faces with 

engraved signatures. However, as will be documented, no Series of 1882 date or value backs with engraved 

signatures were produced, but 50-50-50-100 Series of 1902 date backs were. 

SERIES OF 1882 POSSIBILITIES 

The Series of 1882 expired on April 3, 1922, when The First National Bank of Corning, New York 

(2655), was extended. This was two years after engraved signatures were authorized, so it was possible for 

engraved signatures to have been used on Series of 1882 plates. 

The annual reports for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing reveal that engraved signatures were 

not added to any existing Series of 1882 plates. 

Five new Series of 1882 plates were made after passage of the authorizing legislation, but engraved 

signatures weren’t placed on any of them either. The five included a title change 5-5-5-5 plate for Corning, 

New York (2655), 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 title change plates for Plattsburg, New York (5785), an M-N-

O-P 5-5-5-5 replacement plate for Honolulu, Hawaii Territory (5550), and an I-J-K-L 5-5-5-5 replacement 

plate for Lowell, Massachusetts (6077). 

Consequently, it is clear that no bankers ordered engraved signatures for any Series of 1882 plates. 

SERIES OF 1902 50-50-50-100 WITH ENGRAVED SIGNATURES 

The Annual Reports for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing state that engraved signatures were 

added to five Series of 1902 date back faces and eight Series of 1902 plain back face plates in fiscal year 

1922. Signatures were added to 19 more Series of 1902 face plates in fiscal year 1923. Of these, the five 

Series of 1902 date back plates altered in 1922 had to be 50-50-50-100s because they were the only date 

back denominations being printed then. 

Table 1. Record of Series of 1902 plates made for The Bank of Italy National

Trust and Savings Bank, San Francisco, California (13044), showing the use

of engraved signatures. Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (1875-1929).

5-5-5-5 10-10-10-10 10-10-10-20 50-50-50-100

A-B-C-D D-E-F-G A-B-C-A A-B-C-A

E-F-G-H D-E-F-G sigs added A-B-C-A sigs added A-B-C-A sigs added

E-F-G-H sigs added K-L-M-N sigs H-I-J-B sigs

I-J-K-L sigs

M-N-O-P sigs

Q-R-S-T sigs
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VICE PRESIDENT NOTES 

It was unusual for a vice president signature to be engraved on plates. They were used on the plates 

for two banks, one in West Virginia and the other New York. 

The engraved signature of bank vice president James H. Thomas occurs mated with two successive 

cashiers on the $5 Series of 1902 plain back issues from The National Bank of Fairmont, West Virginia 

(9462). The cashiers were N. E. Jamison and J. Ray Smoot. 

The signature of president Brooks Fleming Jr. was used on the corresponding 10-10-10-20 plates. 

Data on Table 2 demonstrate that on two occasions the bankers ordered engraved signatures for the vice 

president on the lower denomination plate and the president on the higher, a situation that to my knowledge 

is unique to this bank. 

Table 2. Engraved signatures on the Series of 1902 blue seal plain back plates for The

National Bank of Fairmont, West Virginia (9462), showing the use of the vice president's

signature on the 5-5-5-5 plates. Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (1875-1929) and Comptroller

of the Currency (1863-1935).

Plate Plate Plate Bank Sheets

Cashier/President Combination Letters Certified Sheet Serials Issued

N. E. Jamison/James H. Thomas vice 5-5-5-5 E-F-G-H Jun 9, 1924 74001-100390 26390

N. E. Jamison/Brooks Fleming Jr. 10-10-10-20 D-E-F-B Jun 10, 1924 50401-69493 19093

J. Ray Smoot/James H. Thomas vice 5-5-5-5 I-J-K-L Sep 14, 1928 100391-105307 5517

J. Ray Smoot/Brooks Fleming Jr. 10-10-10-20 G-H-I-C Sep 17, 1928 69494-73060 3567

Figure 2. Engraved signatures on the certified proofs for the Fairmont, West Virginia (9462), 

bank. Upper pair made in June 1924, lower in September 1928. Notice the vice president’s 

signature on the $5s. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution photo. 
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The first 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 sheets with cashier Jamison=s engraved signature were sent to 

the bank respectively on July 10 and 9, 1924. The first with cashier Smoot=s signature were sent respectively 

on November 21 and 20, 1928. 
Similarly, a vice president’s signature also occurs on some Series of 1902 plain backs issued by the 

Liberty National Bank in New York, New York (12352). The officers of the bank elected to have vice 

Figure 3. Subjects from successive Series of 1902 10-10-10-20 plates for the Liberty National 

Bank in New York (12352), showing the adoption of engraved signatures. The last has the title 

Liberty National Bank and Trust Company. Notice that the second utilizes the signature of 

Robert W. Daniel, vice president. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution 

photo. 

Table 3. Engraved signatures on the Series of 1902 blue seal plain back plates for New York (12352), showing
the use of the vice president's signature in 1925. Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (1875-1929) and Comptroller of the

Currency (1863-1935). 

Plate Plate Plate Bank 1st Delivery to

Cashier/President Combination Letters Certified Sheet Serials Comptroller Shipments to Bank

Liberty National Bank in New York (Organized April 9, 1923)

no engraved signatures 5-5-5-5 A-B-C-D Oct 18, 1923 1-22500 Nov  5, 1923 Nov 10, 1923-Jun 18, 1925

no engraved signatures 10-10-10-20 A-B-C-A Oct 20, 1923 1-12500 Nov  5, 1923 Nov 10, 1923-May 14, 1925

W. I. Granville/R. W. Daniel vice 5-5-5-5 A-B-C-Da Feb  9, 1925 22501-44500 Apr 15, 1925 Jun 18, 1925-Apr  1, 1926

W. I. Granville/R. W. Daniel vice 10-10-10-20 A-B-C-Aa Feb 11, 1925 12501-24300 Apr 17, 1925 May 14, 1925-Mar 15, 1926

W. I. Granville/C. F. Daly 5-5-5-5 E-F-G-H Oct 10, 1925 44501-52034 Mar  8, 1926 Apr  1, 1926-Jun 15, 1926

W. I. Granville/C. F. Daly 10-10-10-20 D-E-F-B Oct 12, 1925 24301-28264 Mar  5, 1926 Mar 15, 1926-Jun  5, 1926

W. I. Granville/R. W. Daniel 5-5-5-5 I-J-K-L Apr 20, 1926 52035-72123 May 29, 1926 Jun 15, 1926-Jan 24, 1927

W. I. Granville/R. W. Daniel 10-10-10-20 G-H-I-C Apr 21, 1926 28265-62714 Jun  1, 1926 Jun  5, 1926-Mar  8, 1928

W. I. Granville/R. W. Daniel 5-5-5-5 M-N-O-P Jan 20, 1927 72124-111661 Feb  4, 1927 Feb 12, 1927-Mar  8, 1928

Liberty National Bank and Trust Company in New York (Title changed January 20, 1928)

W. A. Maher/R. W. Daniel 5-5-5-5 A-B-C-D Mar  1, 1928 1-32464 Mar 20, 1928 Mar 20, 1928-Sep  9, 1929

W. A. Maher/R. W. Daniel 10-10-10-20 A-B-C-A Mar  6, 1928 1-24667 Mar 27, 1928 Mar 27, 1928-Sep  9, 1929

a.  Signatures added to existing plate.
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president Robert W. Daniel’s signature engraved on their 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 plates when they availed 

themselves of the opportunity to use engraved signatures in early 1925. As shown on Table 3, the vice 

president signature was used for less than a year before being replaced with the traditional signature of 

president C. F. Daly. Daniel was promoted to president in 1926, so his engraved signature as president 

graces later issues. 

SUMMARY 

The language in the Act of January 13, 1920, allowing for use of engraved signatures of the 

president, vice president and cashier on national bank notes was a most welcomed innovation by the 

nation’s bankers. Many, some in small banks, availed themselves of the opportunity and it resulted in 

attractive notes. The signatures were added to existing plates in many cases. They are found only on Series 

of 1902 plain back notes and a few 1902 date backs printed from 50-50-50-100 plates. A note with engraved 

signatures can be distinguish readily if there is ambiguity whether the signatures were engraved or neatly 

overprinted because no lines appear under those that were engraved. 
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